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The lightbulb moments…



1. Understand what’s going on…

Goldthwaite Young (2023). Wrong: How media, politics and identity drive our appetite for misinformation. John Hopkins University, Baltimore; Colman/Raider reframing 
formula, reproduced from Raider, Coleman & Gerson (2006). Teaching conflict resolution skills in a workshop. The handbook of conflict resolution: Theory and practice. 

The three Cs of belief in 
divisive misinformation:

✓Comprehension

✓Control

✓Sense of Community



2. Consumers ≠ citizens

8

▪Consumers: 
▪Turn off dairy…but price/value, freshness & taste override this

▪→Market signals are not good indicators of dairy’s sustainability

▪Social licence (aka society’s acceptance):
▪Activism, incursions and exposés 

▪Retailer/supply chain demands

▪Legislation

▪Planning constraints and community objections

▪→Start thinking ‘social licence’ & people feeling good about dairy farming



For example, what is ‘good welfare’?
▪Farmers focus on regular care based on habit and good intentions

▪Scientists focus on biological parameters

▪Animal protection organisations combine animal nature and maximal 

care

▪The public focuses on icons like space, straw and outdoor access

3. Seeing things differently

De Greef et al, 2006. A simple value-distinction approach aids transparency in farm animal welfare debate. Journal of Agricultural & Environmental Ethics. 

Summary based on Beekman et al, 2003; Bracke et al, 2004; De Greef et al, 2004; Stafleu et al, 2004; Welfare Quality, 2004.



4. Talking to the right people





A common misconception is that 
public misperceptions are due to a 
lack of knowledge, and that the 
solution is more information

5. Engage, don’t educate

Hötzel (2016). Engaging (but not “educating”) the public. Journal of Dairy Science; Grunig (1992). Excellence in Public Relations and Communications Management
 

▪Education = monologue, asymmetric

▪Engagement = two-way, symmetric

▪Engagement disarms, open minds, increases discussion, 
reduces bias, finds opportunities for common ground



6. Know what the public want…?

Jackson et al (2020), Is it all about grazing? UK citizens have diverse preferences for how dairy cows should be managed. Journal of Dairy Science.



▪To have their interest validated and concerns recognised 

▪For farmers to prioritise the right things

▪To know the important stuff is being ‘taken care of’  

▪In return, farmers generally have public support!

Or know what the public really want!

Jackson et al (2022), Fellow Cows and Conflicting Farmers: Public perceptions of dairy farming uncovered through frame analysis. Frontiers in Veterinary Science
Jackson et al (2022), Understanding public preferences for different dairy farming systems using a mixed methods approach. Journal of Dairy Science



Beshi & Kaur (2020) Public trust in local government: Explaining the role of good governance practices. Public Organization Review. 

7. Generate long term trust



Adapted in Regester & Larkin (2008) from Risk Issues and Crisis Management in Public Relations: A Casebook of Best Practice. Kogan Page, London. From: Meng, 
M.B. (1992), ``Early identification aids issues management'', Public Relations Journal, March; Hainsworth, B.E. (1990), “Issues management”, Public Relations Review

8. Be purposeful!



Move from:

▪Dismissal ➔ Listening

▪Polarised positions ➔ Nuance & context

▪Stereotypes ➔ Individual stories 

▪“We know best”➔ ‘Reflexive modernity’ and co-design

▪Intolerance of ‘out groups’ ➔ Shared experiences, motivations 
& values

▪Powerlessness over misinformation ➔ Credible push back

…All to change the narrative

Dweck & Ehrlinger (2006). Implicit Theories and Conflict Resolution and Gruber (2006). Creativity and Conflict Resolution: The Role of Point of View. Both in The Handbook of 
Conflict Resolution: Theory and Practice; Boutilier & Thomson (2011). Modelling and Measuring the Social License to Operate: Fruits of a Dialogue Between Theory and Practice. 
Social Licence; Broad (2016). Animal Production, Ag-gag Laws, and the Social Production of Ignorance: Exploring the Role of Storytelling. Environmental Communication



These principles in action…







▪ ‘Mapped’ stakeholders

▪Parked the dispute, reframed the problem

▪Created an ‘entry’

▪Owned our share of the issue – and tackled it proactively

▪Cultivated the right advocates

▪Filled the ‘void’ – created a factbase and published transparently

▪Pushed back on misinformation

Approach



Results

VMD, 2023. Veterinary Antimicrobial Resistance and Sales 
Surveillance 2022
FAO, 2022. Tackling antimicrobial use and resistance in food-
producing animals



“The UK farming industry has 
‘owned’ this problem…”
Professor Peter Borriello
former Chief Executive, Veterinary 
Medicines Directorate

“I can’t tell you how proud I am of our 
farmers . . . they set their own targets and 
just got on with it – fantastic!”
Dame Sally Davies, former Chief Medical 
Officer

Powerful advocates





▪The public are important stakeholders

▪We need to produce food people want to eat……in a way which meets 
societal expectations

▪Will require a change of approach, including:
▪ Respect for public views – engagement and dialogue

▪ Development of long term trusted relationships involving transparency, 
accountability & action

▪ ‘Reflexive modernity’ & co-design

▪ Self-reflection!

▪Trust is the key to connecting with the public

▪There is less to be afraid of than we think… and so much to gain

Summary





Email: amy@oxtale.co.uk

Twitter: @oxtale

LinkedIn: @amyatoxtale 
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